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How to Achieve 100% in a GCSE - Guide to GCSE Exam and Revision TechniqueWritten by a teenager for teenagers, this simple guide
guarantees success in your GCSE's. Having achieved 10 A* grades (4 with a score of 100%), the author shares practical tips on exam and
revision technique, including specific subject advice. The book is written with the belief that everyone has the potential to achieve 100% in a
GCSE."What a fantastic book! A truly great idea. I wish the book had been around years ago when I was doing my O and A levels. Rob
makes some excellent points and the book is full of good sense." - Lorna Read, Editor, Writing Ltd
A flexible suite of resources providing full coverage of the Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin as a Foreign Language syllabus (0547) for first
examination in 2015. Written by practising teachers, this workbook helps students further develop the skills acquired through the course.
Practical exercises expand and enhance the materials in the coursebook, supporting students through the Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin as
a Foreign Language course.
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The world of information technology is diverse, impacting on, driving and supporting westernised business and industry
as well as affecting every individual. Teachers of IT need to ensure that students recognise and understand why
information technology is so important to business and society, as well as helping them to develop functional skills.
Teaching Information Technology 14+ helps teachers of IT do just that. It explores the nature of Information Technology
(IT), describes some of the current issues and debates surrounding IT and suggests appropriate strategies for successful
learning and assessment. In addition to providing teachers with support in differentiating between the numerous
Information Technology qualifications, it also includes some examples of relevant teaching and learning strategies and
includes case studies and quotations from successful IT teachers and industry practitioners, drawn from a range of
environments to highlight key concepts. Teaching Information Technology 14+ is not designed simply as another
resource book, but as a means to engage students in the wider aspects of IT through the inclusion of reflective questions,
encouraging readers to research and debate the place of IT today.
This best-selling textbook combines theory and practice to present a broad introduction to the opportunities and
challenges of teaching English in secondary school classrooms. Each chapter explains the background to current
debates about teaching the subject and provides tasks, teaching ideas, and further reading to explore issues and ideas in
relation to school experience. Already a major text for many university teaching courses, this new edition has been
thoroughly updated in the light of new legislation and includes fresh chapters on the National Literacy Strategy, Media
and ICT. Other chapters suggest a broad range of approaches to teaching such crucial areas as: reading and writing,
speaking and listening drama, media studies and information technology grammar, poetry and language study
Shakespeare post-16 English language and literature Written particularly with the new and student teacher in mind, this
book offers principles and practical examples of teaching and learning in a twenty-first century context as new notions of
literacy compete with demands of national assessment. Taking these changing ideologies as a starting point, the text
also addresses questions about the nature of teacher education. It raises issues concerning competence-based courses,
working with a mentor in school and monitoring the development of a student teacher.
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
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